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However, Wu Yang was able to sit in his position today, and he was by no means such
an easy person to admit defeat and succumb.

“Mark, Mark, don’t think you won.”

“Who can have the last laugh? It’s too early to tell.”

“You killed so many people in Noirfork, this debt, Wuyang, I will definitely get back!”

In the sunset, Wu Yang clenched his palm. In the eyebrows, a cold light flashed.

The Jiangbei incident has undoubtedly lost Wu Yang’s face.

Calling again on the various crimes that Mark had committed in Noirfork, Wu Yang
finally made up his mind to deal with Mark.

Xiao Yang on the side heard this, and he was immediately worried: “Ms. Wu, you won’t
want to use the army to deal with him?”

“Mr. Wu, you have to think twice, this is against discipline.”

The army is all external, but now Wuyang mobilizes its troops on a large scale to deal
with Mark, which is undoubtedly an act of disciplinary violation. Once it is revealed,
Wuyang’s future is bound to be insecure.

Wu Yang shook his head: “Don’t worry, it’s only Mark. I won’t even want my future for
him.”

“Ms. Wu, are you planning?” Xiao Yang asked in confusion.

Wu Yang sneered: “It’s very simple. The evidence for Mark’s murder is conclusive.
Whether it was Solmen Chen’s death before or now they are rioting in Jiangbei, no
matter which crime it is, it is a capital crime!”

“I only need to report their crimes to the top. When the time comes, the top will naturally
act in accordance with the law and send someone to capture Mark.”



“I don’t believe it anymore. I’m hot in the summer, so why can’t I be a stinky boy?”

Wu Yang’s eyebrows were gloomy, his palms clenched tightly.

In fact, Wu Yang didn’t want to rely on Noirfork’s power to deal with Mark.

But Wu Yang knew very well that even Solmen Chen and other powerful national martial
artists died under Mark, unless he mobilized a large-scale corps, otherwise, he really
had no way to subdue Mark.

However, their Noirfork did not have the power to compete with Mark, which does not
mean that the country does not have one.

Mark committed heinous sins because the country, in order to maintain the authority of
the law, will definitely not let Mark do anything wrong!

In this way, that night, Wu Yang listed Mark’s top ten crimes and urged the country to
dispatch the strong to capture Mark.

Even in order to put pressure on the country, Wuyang also pulled up the major defense
areas of Jiangbei, Southwest, and Northwest, and jointly petitioned the higher
authorities to severely punish Mark.

On this day, the wind is sunny.

I don’t know if it’s because of the weather. Today’s Wuyang is in a good mood.

Woke up early in the morning to drink and prepare for the banquet.

“Manager, what is it that makes you so happy?” Assistant Xiao Yang asked in confusion.

You know, since Mark led Qinglong to make trouble in Jiangbei, Wu Yang has been
frowning for many days.

But today, Wu Yang’s mood has changed 180 degrees, and Xiao Yang is naturally
curious.

“Haha~”

“Xiao Yang, I haven’t told you yet. Remember, before, I combined with the chiefs of the
major defense zones to ask the sin Mark’s application?”

“Just yesterday, the above gave me a reply, and a special person should be sent to my
Noirfork to convey the instructions of my superiors.”

“The working group is stationed directly, what does this mean?”

“This undoubtedly shows that the superiors attach great importance to this matter!”



“In other words, our goal is to be achieved. The country must act on Mark.”

Wu Yang smiled coldly, he didn’t expect this thing to go so smoothly.
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He originally thought that people like Lu Tianhe and Fang Shaohong would definitely
protect Mark.

If they are making trouble from it, if you want to use the power of the country to capture
Mark, I’m afraid it won’t be so easy.

But the facts have proved that Wu Yang is too worried!

The application he submitted the day before yesterday received a response.

Today, the working group settled in directly.

According to the calculation of this speed, then tomorrow, Mark and others, won’t they
have to punish the law.

“Okay, stop talking for now.”

“If my estimate is good, the people sent from above will be there at noon today.”

“You hurry up and prepare, go to the city to hire a few chefs, and help the task force
members at noon to pick up the dust!”

Wu Yang waved his hand, and then ordered the people under him to prepare quickly to
welcome the arrival of the imperial envoy.

Sure enough, just as Wuyang expected, at eleven o’clock in the morning, several
Beijing-brand foreign vehicles appeared outside the Noirfork defense zone.

After receiving the news, Wu Yang hurriedly took people to greet him.

At this time, the Tianhe was standing horizontally, and the wind was bitter.

Wu Yang’s eyes were full of respect, smiles piled on his old face, and he stood in front of
the door smiling to greet him.

Ahead, the door opens.

Several people in military uniforms walked straight up.

After the two parties meet, they will salute routinely.



“Haha~”

“Several people, I have put on a banquet, waiting for a long time.”

“Quick, please inside.”

Wu Yang warmly entertained him.

However, in the face of Wu Yang’s enthusiasm, the expressions of those “imperial
commissions” were still cold.

The leader looked at Wuyang even more, and said coldly: “Are you Wuyang? The chief
of Noirfork Defense Zone?”

Wu Yang was stunned, without thinking, nodded directly: “Yes, I am Wu Yang.”

After Wu Yang nodded, the leader immediately took out the briefcase, took out a
confidential document that should have the highest level seal, and read to Wu Yang.

“Noirfork General Manager Wu Yang, during his tenure, he was not aware of people,
believed in villains, and did not watch and listen. He also condoned his subordinates,
excluded talents, abused Qinglong, and forced Major General Qinglong away.”

“No talent, no ability, no virtue!”

“So that it eventually caused serious consequences and caused extremely bad effects.”

“After a joint discussion by the Supreme Command, it is now decided to revoke all
positions in the Wuyang defense zone, order to stay at home, accept investigation, and
self-examination!”

“From now on, the post of Noirfork defense zone chief will be assumed by Lu Tianhe.
Deputy chief, Fang Shaohong will take over.”

Boom~

At that moment, it was like nine days of thunder.

Wu Yang’s whole person was directly chopped in place.

His eyes were staring, and a pair of eyeballs almost jumped out.

The whole person trembled!

“This this…”

“why?”



“Why me?”

“Why… why is this?”

“Mark was the one who killed, and Mark was the one who committed the crime. Why,
you didn’t cure Mark’s crime, but you dismissed me.”

“why?”

“I’m not satisfied, I’m not satisfied~”

At this time, Wu Yang was almost crazy.

He never dreamed that he waited for a long time, and what he finally waited for was
such an ending.

He was thinking about using the power of the country to punish Mark.

But he never expected that the knife he invited would be cut in the end, it turned out to
be himself!

“Why is this happening~”

“why.”

“I’m not satisfied, I’m not satisfied~”

Wu Yang’s eyes were red, and he roared hysterically.

He couldn’t figure out why, the country would protect a nasty bastard and a murderous
thug at the expense of him.

Just when Wu Yang was almost mad, there was an old man in front of him, sitting in a
wheelchair, slowly pushed over.

The person sitting in the wheelchair is surprisingly Lu Tianhe.

And the person pushing him was Fang Shaohong.

After the two appeared, a faint laughter sounded slowly.

“Manager Wuyang, can’t you see the situation clearly?”

“As far as the country is concerned, your value is far inferior to Mr. Chu.”

“An ant, and a real dragon, who do you think the country will choose?”
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